
The Oubliette Gate

The Fallen Angels are a menace to the galaxy like no other. Traitors and heretics all, their existence is 
a stain upon the honour of the chapter they previously pledged allegiance to; the Dark Angels. 
Wherever the Fallen appear, chaos, intrigue, and anarchy consistently follows in their wake.  

Individually, each is an ancient and deadly immortal warrior from the time of the Horus Heresy, 
impossibly knowledgeable and wise, hardened from of years of warfare, and able to orchestrate and 

implement the most Machiavellian of plots to further their own ends. As a group, it is simply 
terrifying the scale of destruction their devious plans can accomplish – whole systems find themselves 

in turmoil, succumbing to plague, famine, civil war, and even sector-wide daemonic incursions.  

Only the highest ranking Dark Angels, the Deathwing, are aware of the true origin of the Fallen 
Angels and they tirelessly hunt down and exterminate them wherever possible, following-up on any 

trace or a clue that could lead to their presence. 

Our battle tells of one such incident; The Oubliette Gate. 



The narrative 
A group of Fallen Angels have discovered the location of the Oubliette Gate, an ancient relic 
originating from Caliban, the now destroyed homeworld of the Dark Angels. This small, unassuming-
looking piece of technology dates back to before the Horus Heresy, over 10,000 years ago, and has 
been discovered on the planet of Viridian Prime – a valuable Imperial mining world, rich in 
promethium and heavily protected by a planetary defence force.  

Through the implementation of warp technology, the Oubliette Gate was originally used by the Dark 
Angels as an imprisonment device – this handheld instrument could project a beam that would put a 
captive into stasis and transport them to another realm where they could be kept indefinitely and 
forgotten about – a trans-dimensional oubliette not bound by time or space. Likewise, the operator 
could reverse the process, freeing a captive from the oubliette and summoning them for 
interrogation or even execution. Though buried somewhere on Viridian Prime’s.sun-baked surface, 
the rediscovery of this relic is absolutely tantalising to the Fallen as they could use it to free 
everyone contained within, potentially unleashing many more of their dark brethren... or worse. It is 
believed by some that a few reckless Dark Angels used the relic to imprison Daemons and that these 
Space.Marines.later.turned.to.Chaos

Pinpointing.the.relic’s.location.but.unable.to.overcome.the.Imperial.defences.stationed.on.Viridian.
Prime on their own, a small group of Fallen disguised themselves as traders and used stolen Imperial 
credentials.to.make.planetfall.Journeying.to.Viridian’s.northern.most.continent.they.placed.cloaked.
psi-emitters.near.the.site’s.planetary defence cannons with the intention to draw-in a Tyranid 
splinter fleet to overwhelm the Imperial defence force, causing enough confusion and terror to give 
them time to take the relic for themselves.  

The Deathwing cannot allow this to happen and will stop at nothing to secure the relic and destroy 
the Fallen trying to steal it.  

With the splinter fleet approaching, the Astropath stationed on Viridian sent a distress call that was 
hastily answered.by.the.Grey.Knights.They.were.already.in.the.sector.pursuing.their.Chief.Librarian’s.
confused visions foretelling great loss of life and the coming of Daemons, which became increasingly 
amplified and intensified the closer they got to the psi-emitters. Thankfully for the Dark Angels, the 
Grey Knights remain unaware of the presence of the Oubliette Gate but remain drawn to it 
nonetheless

As the Tyranid.invasion.begins,.the.Imperial.Guard.ready.their.defences.The.Fallen’s.Chaos.strike.
cruiser is in low orbit to allow them to make a clean getaway once they've secured the relic, safe in 
the knowledge that the psi-emitter’s.powerful.emanations.will.draw the Tyranid’s attentions away 
from them. Several squads of Deathwing have been despatched to intercept and board the strike 
cruiser, and exterminate all life on board. They must also ensure the relic is either captured or 
destroyed, for if it is activated, who knows what terrors will be unleashed...? 



Overview 
Two games will be played side-by-side on separate boards representing the struggle between 
Imperial and Chaos forces; aboard the Chaos strike cruiser, Hell’s Fury, in low-orbit above the planet 
Viridian.Prime.and.upon.the.planet’s.surface.itself,.near.the.site.of.the recently discovered Oubliette 
Gate artefact. 

Victory points are scored on both tables and added together to determine the overall winning team 
using a combination of tactical and narrative-based objectives to keep play varied. 

Uniquely, each table will be able to affect the flow of battle on the other using special rules 
representing orbital bombardment and planetary defence cannons exchanging fire with one 
another.  

Play will be balanced throughout the game by supplying reinforcements to the current losing side 
and.the.game.will.conclude.with.a.spectacular.‘end.game’.event.involving.a.Daemonic.incursion. 

Blood will be spilt. Beer will be drunk.  



Game one: Tyranid invasion of Viridian Prime and securing the Oubliette 
Gate

Forces 
 3000 points per side (to start with) 
 Tyranids and Chaos, vs Imperial Guard and Grey Knights 
 The Tyranid and Imperial Guard players each have 2000 points  
 The Chaos and Grey Knights each have 1000 points  
 Each force may have its own Warlord and fulfils its own army composition as desired 
 The Imperial army sets-up first  
 The Imperial army gets the first turn 
 In addition to their allotted points, each force must also prepare a small number of 500 

point relief forces. These may be called upon throughout the battle to help balance play  

Victory – The winning team is determined by overall victory points, awarded for:
 First Blood 
 Slay the Warlord (one point for each)
 Tactical Objectives – At the start of the game, each side draws four tactical objective cards. 

At the start of each of your following player turns, your side may discard one of your 
existing tactical objective cards not already completed. You must then continue to draw 
more tactical objective cards until you have four 

 Oubliette Gate – This is a bonus objective placed in the centre of the board and earns the 
force that captures it one victory point per turn it is secured, representing the armies 
slowly uncovering its many secrets. The force in possession of the Oubliette Gate at the 
point.the.Daemons.arrive.will.get.a.further.bonus.(see.‘The.Daemonic.Hordes’.rule.below)

 Invasion! – The Tyranid forces have been duped by the Fallen into attacking Viridian Prime 
using psi-emitters which emulate the strong psychic signals of the hive mind, compelling 
them to consume all living material. Tyranid units cannot earn victory points by completing 
tactical objectives. They instead earn victory points from Kill Points (one victory point for 
each enemy unit they remove as a causality). They can still contest objectives 

 Hunt the Fallen – The Deathwing are mercilessly pursuing the rumour that there are Fallen 
Angels aboard Hell’s Fury and have despatched several squads of Terminators to purge the 
vessel. Meanwhile, other Fallen Angels have secreted themselves amongst the ground 
forces. The Chaos player openly rolls a D3, and then secretly selects that many of his 
models to be Fallen Angels in disguise, noting them down. These can be any models (hero, 
warlord,.trooper,.special.weapon.operator,.walker.etc),.retaining.the.same.stats.and.
equipment. If killed by the Imperial team, each is worth D6 victory points. If they survive 
the battle, each is worth D6 victory points to the Chaos player. Any that are removed as a 
causality by any other means are worth zero victory points to either player. They may not 
voluntarily leave the battlefield 

Reinforcements – if at the start of your player turn you have less victory points than the opposing 
team, you may call on reinforcements. For each full five victory points your team is losing by at that 
moment, you may bring on 500 additional points of any of your forces. Each 500 point relief force 
must be from the same army (lists created in advance). These can be deployed on either board but 
only Chaos or Dark Angel forces can be deployed on the Hell’s Fury Chaos strike cruiser board. Relief 
forces move on from their own board edge (or via Deep Strike if they have that rule). 

The Daemonic Hordes – the rumours were true all along, and the Fallen had indeed used the 
Oubliette.Gate.to.imprison.daemons.all.those.years.ago.Now,.through.their.machinations,.they’ve.



been able to unleash them upon an unsuspecting galaxy! The climax of the game will see the 
Oubliette Gate open, spilling a host of daemons onto the battlefield. These arrive at the start of one 
of the Chaos player's turns (when Dan L arrives after work). If the Chaos team is in control of the 
Oubliette Gate when the Daemons are available, the entire army deploys via Deep Strike within 12" 
of it and does not scatter. If however the Imperial forces are in control of the Oubliette Gate when 
the Daemons are available, the Imperial players get to select where each unit of the Daemon army 
deploys, via Deep Strike, following these additional restrictions: 

 Each.unit.must.be.deployed.within.12”.of.the.Oubliette.Gate
 Units cannot be deployed deliberately to cause a Deep Strike Mishap (e.g. on top of enemy 

units or within impassable terrain) 
 Units do not scatter 

The Librarian’s premonition – Haunted by visions.and.premonitions,.the.Grey.Knights’.Chief.
Librarian was right to be suspicious that there was Daemonic taint upon this planet. Proven right, he 
now commits his full forces to battle to purge the Daemonic threat. As soon as the Daemon army is 
fully deployed, an equal amount of points of Grey Knights can deploy via Deep Strike (during the 
enemy turn) anywhere on the board, but rolls for scatter as normal. 

Planetary defences; the Macro Cannon –  At the start of each Imperial turn the Macro Cannon fires 
upon the orbiting Chaos strike cruiser in an attempt to destroy it. 

 This interrupts play on the strike cruiser board and all effects begin immediately (this could 
of.course.be.mid.turn.and.so.only.affect.one.player.life.is.not.fair)

 First, pick any point on the strike cruiser table and guess the range (in inches) from the 
mussel of the cannon to that point 

 Draw a direct line between those two points and place the large blast at the end of your 
guess 

 Roll for scatter (two D6). A HIT does not scatter 
 If you hit anywhere on the table, roll a D6 and consult the chart below, adding the following 

cumulative modifiers: 
o +1 for each game turn that has been played 
o +1 if any part of the template hits a tile (+2 if this is the centre command room) 
o +1 if a HIT was rolled on the scatter dice 

 Once the strike cruiser is destroyed, the Macro Cannon can instead be used to fire upon the 
invading.ground.forces.and.follows.the.rules.for.a.battle.cannon.(range.72”,.S8,.…P3,.
ordinance, large blast) 

 Until the strike cruiser is destroyed, the Macro Cannon cannot be damaged. Once the strike 
cruiser is destroyed, the Macro Cannon counts as an AV14, HP3 immobile vehicle and can be 
damaged as normal 



D6 roll Damage
10+ Critical hit! Prepare for planetary impact! All crew abandon ship! 

Sirens wail as the cruiser is critically damaged and the order to abandon ship is given as it 
plummets towards the planet. The game is effectively over. All models must scramble for 
the rescue boats and teleporter pads to make their escape. Each model still in play must 
pass an initiative test. Those that fail are destroyed. Those that pass make good their 
escape and make planetfall. They immediately enter play on the main board via Deep 
Strike. Genestealers automatically fail this initiative test. Any Fallen Angels who make 
planetfall must now reveal their identity (remember; they are still worth victory points 
for either team) 

9 Multiple hull breaches detected in sectors four, five, seven, ten

Computer panels explode, vents burst and sections of the hull become open to space. 
Containment doors isolate crucial areas but many warriors meet their end. Each model in 
a tile even partially covered by the template takes a single S5 AP- hit. Additionally, every 
model on the entire board moves as if in Dangerous Terrain for the remainder of the turn

8 Divert all power to the weapon systems. Attention all crew; initiate emergency life 
support protocols 

Sacrificing hundreds of souls, the Captain draws power away from life support to 
continue the planetary bombardment – oxygen, heating, gravity, lighting, are all disabled. 
Each model in a tile even partially covered by the template takes a single S5 AP- hit. 
…dditionally,.the.maximum.range.of.all.weapons.is.reduced.to.12”.and.all.models.move.as.
if in Difficult Terrain for the remainder of the turn. All Genestealers are removed as 
casualties

5-7 We’ve lost power to decks seven through nine Captain! The holding cells have been 
breached!

Each model in a tile even partially covered by the template takes a single S5 AP- hit. 
Additionally, D3 Genestealers join a randomly selected army and are instantly deploy as a 
small unit anywhere on the board but must be out of sight of enemy forces. If they 
cannot be deployed in this manner then they are destroyed

3-4 Shields failing Captain Receiving damage reports from multiple decks

Each model in a tile even partially covered by the template takes a single S5 AP- hit. If no 
tile was hit, treat this result as rolling a 1-2 
 

1-2 Void shields remain intact Captain

No effect



Game two: Boarding action – Hell’s Fury

Forces 
 1000 points per side 
 Chaos vs Dark Angels 
 Only infantry and walkers can be selected 
 The Chaos army sets-up first (they are aware of where the assault boats will hit but not what 

forces are inside) 
 The Dark Angels get the first turn (after the main board has fired the first shot of their Macro 

Cannon) 
 In addition to their allotted points, each force must also prepare a small number of 500 

point relief forces. These may be called upon throughout the battle to help balance play  

Unique board – Use normal 40K rules but on Space Hulk tiles  
 Line of sight and maximum scatter results restricted by walls and doors
 Doors can be opened or closed automatically by being in base to base contact without 

reducing movement 
 Doors can be permanently destroyed by shooting or close combat and have AV10, HP1 
 Scatter scenery provides a 4+ cover save for any shots passing over it and counts as difficult 

terrain 
 If required to fall back, the Chaos forces will flee towards the centre command room and the 

Dark Angels will flee towards their assault boats 

Reinforcements – Chaos reinforcements arrive from one of two reinforcement points (representing 
them pouring in from other areas of the ship). Dark Angel reinforcement arrive via the assault boats 
already deployed (representing new assault boats using the same boarding coordinates).  

Victory – There.is.no.‘winner’.of.this.battle.but.victory.points.will.be.awarded.that.contribute.to.
each.team’s.overall.score, including: 
 First Blood 
 Slay the Warlord 
 Kill Points (each unit removed as a causality is worth 1 victory point)  
 Hunt the Fallen – The Deathwing are mercilessly pursuing the rumour that there are Fallen 

Angels aboard Hell’s Fury and have despatched several squads of Terminators to purge the 
vessel. The Chaos player openly rolls a D3, and then secretly selects that many of his models to 
be Fallen Angels in disguise, noting them down. These can be any models (hero, warlord, 
trooper,.special.weapon.operator,.walker.etc),.retaining.the.same.stats.and.equipment.If.
killed by the Imperial player (or team), each is worth D6 victory points. If they manage to flee the 
ship and survive the battle, each is worth D6 victory points to the Chaos player. Any that are 
removed as a causality by any other means are worth zero victory points to either player. They 
may not voluntarily leave (either) battlefield 

 Command Centre – The Deathwing have pinpointed their attack to the nerve centre of the strike 
cruiser and launched their assault boats. Once aboard, they must pierce the outer defences and 
take out the command centre. If this centre tile is occupied by any Chaos models, they get a 
bonus to their Orbital Bombardment (below). If at any point there is at least one Deathwing 
model in this centre tile and no Chaos models, then it is assumed the Deathwing have been able 
to.activate.the.ship’s.self-destruct protocols and the countdown has begun. You must continue 
to play until the start of the next Imperial turn on the ground-based battle. When they roll to fire 
the Macro Cannon they automatically count as having rolled a 10+ and the Deathwing receive +1 
initiative to their subsequent initiative check to escape the vessel 



Orbital Bombardment – At the start of each Chaos turn Hell’s Fury fires its orbital bombardment 
cannons at the planet. 

 This interrupts play on the main board  
 First, pick any point on the main table and guess the range (in inches) from the middle of the 

command centre tile  
 Draw a direct line between those two points and place the large blast at the end of your 

guess 
 Roll for scatter (two D6). A HIT does not scatter 
 Any model even partially under the template suffers a S10 AP1 hit. Also remove any small 

items of scenery that were under the template (barricades, Aegis defence line, barrels etc) 
 After the damage has been resolved, place a crater marker on the impact site (beneath any 

survivors). This now provides cover (4+ save) 
 ‘Command centre’ – if the Chaos team is currently in control of the command centre aboard 

Hell’s Fury, they may fire the orbital bombardment cannon twice per turn, instead of once 


